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Building igloos at Broken River – see trip report below.

The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips  every  weekend,  ranging  from easy  (minimal  experience  required)  to  hard  (high
fitness and experience required). We also organise instructional courses and hold weekly
social meetings. We have a club hut in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for hire to
members.  Membership  rates  per  year  are  $45  member,  $65  couple,  $20  junior  or
associate, plus $15 for members who opt to obtain a paper newsletter. 

For more about how the club operates, see the last two pages. 
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News

8 September 2021

Winners of the CTC 2021 Photo Competition.

ABOVE  BUSHLINE  (With  no  Human  Element) Sharon  Brophy  -  Storm  Brewing  at
Plateau Hut Hannah Watt - Moonrise over Aoraki 

ABOVE BUSHLINE (With a Human Element) Monika Bratownik -  Angelus Hut  2019
Hannah Watt - Mackinnon Pass 

BELOW BUSHLINE (With no Human Element) Hannah Watt - Lake Matheson Michal
Klajban - Sudden Valley 

BELOW BUSHLINE (With a Human Element) Sharon Brophy -  Paparoa Track John
Kerkhofs - Parapunter leaving Bealey Spur 

Funny Emma Rogers - On second thoughts, I’m in no rush to use the bathroom Michal
Klajban - Alan Ross showing his sophisticated fishing technique 

HISTORIC Heritage Group -  A group of CTC members at Tasman Glacier,  summer c.
1931-32 John Kerkhofs - Red Crater, Mt Tongariro 2007 

LONG EXPOSURE John Kerkhofs – Klondyke Corner Sharon Brophy - Mt Dixon Astro 

NATIVE  FLORA &  FAUNA Emma  Rogers  -  Teeny  tiny  toadstool  Sharon  Brophy  -
Piwakawaka 

All the winners will  be submitted to the FMC photo competition, except for the “Funny”
category, which is just an internal CTC category. There is a high standard of photography
amongst club members. These photos are best viewed on our website under Trip Reports.
Many would not reproduce satisfactorily in B&W. 

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from 'Z' Russley (formerly Caltex) on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd.  If
the departure point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton.
Day trips usually depart at 8 am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on
either Friday evening or Saturday morning. 

New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.

Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side  of  Waltham  School,  is  about  100m  south  of  the  Brougham  St/Waltham  Rd
intersection. Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. A variety of
social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served.  If
you can give a presentation or have ideas, please phone Kate Taylor 0273265497 or email
katet5003@gmail.com. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if there is
a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8 pm sharp.
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Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book and pay before leaving town; the club bank account number is 38-9017-0279838-00
(Kiwibank/Christchurch Tramping Club). Include your name and the words "hut fees" in the
particulars/code/reference fields. Phone Donald Carnielo 338-9865 for booking and key
code; or if he’s away, Chris McGimpsey 027 6573070; or if they’re both away, Rex Vink
3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner,  $25 non-member, $5 kids
under  12.  If  you  find  any  problems  or  maintenance  required,  please  contact  the  hut
convenor, Donald Carnielo.

Equipment Hire:  The Club has a range of
equipment  for  hire.  The  Gear  Custodian  is
Barney  Stephenson,  ph.  027  358  3281  .
Note:  club  gear  assigned  to  you  is  your
responsibility; please take care of it.  Please
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
the  outside  of  your  pack  can  be  easily
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
This  may  result  in  serious damage to  your
bank account! Please air and dry tents after
taking  them on  a  trip  even  if  they  are  not
used,  and  report  any  damage  to  the  gear
custodian.

Rates for Gear Hire:

Tent $3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons $4 per item per
weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel $4 per weekend

Large/small weekend 
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets Free

Personal locator beacons Free

Saturday 6 November 
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Emma Rogers 022 491 6625
emma@flightlesskiwis.com

Big Ben - Little Traverse: 

I’ve never been up Trig M or Rabbit Hill, so it seems like a good
idea to include these in a traverse of the Big Ben Range, visiting
both Ben More and Big Ben Peaks to round out the day. 

Those  persons  named  Ben  actively  encouraged  to  join!  About
30km and 1500m of height gain this one should be a more relaxed
option than the neighbouring Torlesse and Craigieburn traverses
but should still be an energetic day out! 

Grade:Moderate/
Hard

Closes: 5 Nov 2021

Map: BW21-
Springfield 

Approx: $30
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Saturday 6 November 
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 021-1685716
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Mt Alford: At 1171m, this minor peak is in the Alford Range, half
way between Mt Hutt and Mt Somers. 

We  will  access  it  via  an  easement  across  private  land,  then
through the Alford Scenic Reserve - small but includes some good
stands of beech, along with horopito and lancewoods. There is a
4WD track up part of the way to 900m, then a route through sub
alpine vegetation to the summit,  from which there are fantastic
views of the surrounding area. 

Return trip 9kms, height gain 700m.

Grade:Easy/
Moderate

Closes: 5 Nov 2021

Map:BX20 -Methven
 

Approx: $20

Multi day trip 12-18 November 
Departure point: TBD

Leader: Michael Hammond 021 0841
4764 mbahammond@hotmail.com

Alps to Ocean cycle ride: 

I’ve decided to finally do the complete Alps to Ocean (A2O) after
having  done  bits  and  pieces  of  it.  I’ve  decided  on  the  6  day
Classic which will mean driving to Oamaru and catching a shuttle
to  Lake  Tekapo  on  day  1  then  follow  the  schedule  here:
https://www.alps2ocean.com/classic-6-day 

Camping is possible along the way except for the night at Lake
Ohau lodge. After arriving back at the cars in Oamaru we could
drive back to Chch that night or stay the night.

Grade: Cycling

Closes: 10 Nov 
2021

Map:  

Approx: TBD

Sunday 14 November 
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Michal Klajban 020 4196 3548
michal.klajban@gmail.com

Mt Izard (2019m) to Mt Cloudsley (2107m) traverse: 

Starting at a small carpark at the end of Castle Hill Rd. We’ll follow
Hogs Back Track through the beech forest  and some tussocks
before joining a prominent spur that will lead us to Mt Izard. 

From Izard  we’ll  traverse  to  Mt  Cloudsley  and  take  a  suitable
scree down to Long Creek. We’ll follow the creek back to Hogs
Back Track and back to the cars. Bring an ice axe and crampons
unless we decide otherwise closer to the time. If the weather is not
good along the tops, an alternative trip with the same trip grade
but staying low will be posted. Moderate pace.

Grade:Moderate/
Hard

Closes: 14 Nov 
2021

Map: BW21 
Springfield 

Approx: $ 20
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Saturday 20 November 
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 021-1685716
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Nikau Palm Gully:  Here is your chance to see this little gem in
the Akaroa Heads scenic zone with big cliffs, sea birds, palm trees
and more. 

The  gully  is  acclaimed  as  one  of  the  best  forest  remnants  in
Canterbury with an amazing collection of huge nikau palms. From
the Onuku Farm Hostel, follow an open farm track, winding in and
out of headlands, offering spectacular views of Akaroa Harbour as
well as along the sea cliff faces. Walk down a staircase, through
the gully itself and out onto a headland, giving good views of the
nikau palms. 

The return trip follows the "Blue Track" up to a high point, then a
short section of the Banks Peninsula Track back to the hostel.

Grade: Easy+

Closes:19 Nov 2021

Map:  

Approx: $20

Weekend 20-21 November 
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Symon Holmes 021 257 2720
symon_gnome@yahoo.co.nz

Potts Hut ( Lake Clearwater area): 

Moderate at a slow pace. Walk in to the Potts Hut from the Potts
River Carpark on Hakatere Potts Road following the track past
Mystery Lake and then along the Dog range. Next day return the
same way.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 19 Nov 
2021

Map:BX18 Lake 
Clearwater

Approx: $45

Thursday 25 November 
Departure  point:  7pm  Club  rooms  110
Waltham Rd

Leaders: Alan Ross 021 962884
alan_sue@xtra.co.nz 

and 
Michal Klajban 020 4196 3548

michal.klajban@gmail.com

Prospective trip leaders instruction course: 

Have you thought of going somewhere but had nobody to go with?
Why not lead it as a club trip and at a date that suites you! Even if
you are just considering leading trips you are most welcome to
attend. I will also stress that without trip leaders we have no trips
and no club.

Grade: Easy

Closes: 20 Nov 
2021

Map:  

Approx: Free
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Saturday 27 November 
Departure point: To be arranged

Leader: Bryce Williamson 021-0232-
2310 bryce.williamson68@gmail.com

Valley  Ultra  marshalling:  Fusion  Events  are  running  the  third
annual Valley Ultra event (part of the Ultra NZ Endurance Series).
Once again they have approached Christchurch Tramping Club for
members who are willing to assist with the event on Saturday 27th
November 2021. They are looking for a range of helpers who will
be stationed at various locations along the route - in return the
club will receive a donation for each member who helps out on the
day. The Valley Ultra is an ultramarathon trail running race taking
place  on  Saturday  27th  November  2021.  The  race  starts  and
finishes at Castle Hill Village and incorporates trails in the Castle
Hill basin. Volunteers from the CTC may act as aid-station crew
members or marshals. Aid Stations There will be six aid stations in
total spread along the course. All crew on an aid station will assist
in the set-up and pack-down of their own aid station which will
consist  of  a  3x3 m pop-up gazebo,  tables,  water  bowsers  and
nutrition for the athletes. All members of the team will help each
other out where required. Aid station crew will be broken into four
roles – Marshal / Medic / Hospo / Number Recorder: • Number
recorder – The number recorder will keep tabs on all participants
who pass through their checkpoint as an added safety precaution.
Reporting  these  numbers  back  to  the  Comms centre  via  radio
periodically. • Marshal – a multi-functioning member of the team to
direct participants, if required, but to also help other members of
the team in achieving the best end result. • Hospo – checking on
water/electrolyte levels and other nutrition on the aid station so
that  supplies  can  be  restocked  should  they  be  running  low.  •
Medic - is ideally PHEC trained (or higher) who will monitor each
participant as they pass through the aid station – administering
any first aid if required and reporting any issues to the Comms
centre for further assistance. Marshal Points Each marshal point
will  be manned by a team of two. Marshals will  be stationed at
parts  of  the  course  which  could  be  a  sudden  change  in
direction/terrain  or  to  warn participants of  an upcoming hazard.
There will also be marshal points in play to ensure participants are
safe and reassured on the course. Each aid station and marshal
point will  be supplied with a radio directly linked to the Comms
centre  for  regular  check-ins and safety.  If  you are  keen to  get
involved please sign up on the CTC website and/or copy, paste
and  complete  the  info  below  and  email  to  me
(bryce.williamson68@gmail.com) so that I can forward this on to
Fusion Events who will contact you directly to discuss your role on
the  event.  Name:  Contact  Number:  Email  Address:  First  Aid
trained  (if  yes,  to  what  level?):  Available  (delete  where
appropriate): Full Day Saturday – Half Day Saturday Desired Role
(delete where appropriate):  Marshal  /  Hospo /  Medic /  Number
Recorder  Any  other  relevant  experience:  Medical  conditions:
Dietary requirements: Thanks in anticipation! Bryce 

Grade: Easy

Closes 31 Oct 2021

Map:  

Approx:
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Saturday 4 December 
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Emma Rogers 022 491 6625
emma@flightlesskiwis.com

Craigieburn Traverse: "I wouldn’t do that again" "It’s a very long
day" "There’s no water up there" "A lot of height gain" These are
just  some of the glowing reviews previous iterations of this trip
have received from delighted participants. 

Dependent  on  good  weather,  will  hopefully  run  in  one  of  the
weekends in December before Christmas, perhaps there’ll still be
a bit of snow to pad out the limited water supplies… Start at the
Porter’s ski field road, scamper up to the top of Blue Hill. Keep
walking until we run out of Craigieburns at Baldy Hill drop down to
the Cass-Lagoon Saddle track to the carpark. At about 42km and
approximately 3300m of height gain over rocky terrain, there may
be some jogging required to keep the pace respectable if we want
to make it to the pub for hot chips. If you’ve already completed the
Torlesse traverse and found that a bit easy, then this is a good
next step.

But you’ll be pleased to note the Craigieburn Traverse isn’t even
half  of  Alistair  McDowell’s  100km  Craigieburn  Round:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-dSE2PRveM 

so it’s  going  to  be  a  relaxed day out  in  the  bigger  scheme of
things. 

Grade: Hard

Closes: 3 Dec 2021

Map: BW20 Lake
Coleridge

Approx: $25

Long Weekend 10-12 December 
Departure point: Z Russley 

Leader: Michal Klajban 020 4196 3548
michal.klajban@gmail.com

Toaroha Range Crossing (Mt Reeves & Genoa Peak): 

Leaving on Friday afternoon at 4 pm. We’ll drive to Middlebranch
Rd end from where we’ll follow a track to Cedar Flat Hut where
we’ll camp. This will be either partly or fully in the dark. 

On  Saturday  morning,  we’ll  climb  up  to  Adventure  Bivouac,
summit Mt Reeves and cross rugged tops to Genoa Peak. We’ll
camp at Pinnacle Biv / tarns under Genoa Peak. On Sunday, we’ll
walk out via Boo Boo Hut back to the road end. Bring your ice axe
in case we’ll come across some hidden snow patches along the
tops. 

This  adventure  is  suitable  for  fit  and  well-equipped  trampers
comfortable with night tramping, boulder hopping, river crossing,
ice  axe  usage  and  indulging  in  muddy  hot  pools  in  the  early
morning. Pace will need to be quite swift at times, also known as
"follow or die" pace. 

Good weather conditions are required for the mission’s success
so if the weather’s not good enough, the trip will be postponed.
Visit DOC website and remotehuts.co.nz for more info.

Grade:Moderate/
Hard

Closes: 9 Dec 2021

Map: BV19 Lake 
Kaniere

Approx: $70
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Long Weekend 17-19 December 
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Tomyu Hu 0226 589 688
tomyuhu@gmail.com

Hooker Hut: 

Historic Hooker Hut was restored earlier this year and will be open
for bookings from 1 July. An article about the hut is available at:
https://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/news/300289242/hardy-
historic-and-haunted-hooker-hut-comes-home 

There  are  8  bunks  in  the  hut.  DOC  have  received  numerous
enquiries to stay in the hut. DOC are expecting a lot of interest to
stay in Hooker Hut and bookings will be essential. Hut fees are
$15/ night via the DOC online booking system. Annual passes and
regular  tickets  will  not  be  accepted  by  DOC.  Seeking  7  other
people who may be interested in spending 2 nights at Hooker Hut
doing a day trip or relaxing at the hut for a Saturday and a Sunday
morning? 

Because bookings are essential and we are waiting for DOC to set
up an online booking system for Hooker Hut. Trip will depart once
we are certain we have a booking. 

Grade: Easy

Closes:5 Dec 2021

Map: BX15 
FoxGlacier

Approx: $120

Multi day trip 26-31 December 
Departure point: TBA

Leader: Barry Watson 021668895
bazzaman7@gmail.com

Gillespie Pass & More - Christmas Trip: 

Nestled  among the  awesome Mt  Aspiring  National  Park  is  the
Gillespie  Pass  Circuit  and  surrounding  area.  It’s  an  ideal
playground in which to enjoy your Christmas holidays in. Our plan
for the six days is... 

Day 1: (Dec 26) Drive to Makarora, get helicopter to within 3km of
Top Forks Hut (saving us about 1.5 days of walking) and then walk
up to and camp at Lucidus Lake. 

Day 2: Explore around the Lake and head towards the waterfall by
Rabbit Pass as a day trip and then come back and stay at Top
Forks Hut. 

Day 3: Walk to Kerin Forks Hut via Jumboland and stay there the
night. 

Day 4: Walk to Crucible Lake and camp in the forest. 

Day 5: Walk over Gillespie Pass and camp at the tent site beyond
Young Hut. 

Day 6: Walk out and drive home. (There’s an option to add on
another day if people want to explore more, and to celebrate New
Years  together.)  It’s  important  you have a tent  and appropriate
overnight gear, and that you have been on tramps where you have
walked for 6-8hrs for several consecutive days. You should also
be  comfortable  climbing  up  and  down  steeper  terrain  where
needed. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Grade:Easy/
Moderate

Closes: 22 Dec 
2021

Map:  BZ12-
Makarora

Approx: Approx 
$300 inc 
helicopter &
car, plus 
huts
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Weekend 29-30 January 
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

Croesus Knob - Mt Watson loop: 

This  will  be  good  opportunity  to  enjoy  my  favorite  weekend
tramping trip, and stay in the Ces Clark hut in the Paparoa Range
during the 2021 summer break. We will drive over to the start of
the track at Smoke Ho car park @ Blackball on Saturday and walk
up the valley to the Ces Clark Hut for tea and refreshments, with a
stopover at the Garden Gully to check out the old gold mine site. 

If the weather is suitable we will stroll up from the hut to the top of
Croesus Knob to watch the sunset over the Tasman Sea, before
returning to the Ces Clark hut for supper and a good night’s sleep.
Sunday we will  walk out via the old Postman’s route along the
tops  from  Croesus  Knob  to  Mt  Watson  before  dropping  down
through the bush to the car park and the drive home. All together
about 20km of tramping and roughly 1,300 meters of height gain
with a lovely mixture of bush valley MB track & tussock tops route
with views down to the beach at Point Elizabeth and along the
horizon to the Southern Alps. 

Grade: Moderate at
easy pace

Closes: 8 Jan 2022

Map: BT19 
Runanga 

Approx: $55 + hut 
fees

Trip Reports

2-3 October 2021

Broken River igloos and sleeping in the snow.

Scheduling a weekend for igloo building is a migraine sized head banger, because the
right snow and weather are needed, resulting in nervous contingency planning for the high
likelihood  of  everything  falling  apart.  Previously,  while  I  know  there  have  been  great
successes, there have been event cancellations and several years ago, we dug away in a
blizzard in heavy, hard and unforgiving snow which made cutting and digging super tough,
and the best option was to dig in and not igloo build. Once we dug our holes, we warmed
ourselves in Bill’s tepee listening to his roaring stove and drank his highly motivating hot
brew. The wind roared, the tent shook, the central pole threatened to break and the whole
thing threatened to  take off  in  the increasing gale while  we all  smiledinside.  During a
quieter interlude, the resident ski field patroller announced that avalanche blasting would
be required first thing 6.00 am next day, and a prior rapidexit from our snow holes would
be essential. Going home suddenly became very attractive, and we therefore packed up
and raced down the hill in the growing gloom to drive out looking at streaming snow flakes
lit by the headlights on Bill’s trusty ute. 

Soooo,  the  scheduled  date  was  2nd  and  3rd  October,  and  after  some hesitancy  the
weekend loomed with a good weather forecast and reports of ample snow at Broken River.
We understood they had closed which was another thing adding to uncertainty, but they
had fortuitously re-openedfor some great spring skiing and they were also most happy to
host ourparty, providing liquid victuals and dinner and breakfast. Our good leader Barry
who had done all the work to put the package together announced it was all on, and our
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team complete with Josh and Bill as the igloo instructors expectantly met up at the Russley
gas station, normal hour. We got to the Broken River car park in good time for a relaxed 60
min walk and 500 metre climb past all the huts and Palmer Lodge and on to the allotted
site and fabulous sunshine with heaps of snow. 

The snow was duly prodded and probed to test depth and texture. Spring snow can be all
sorts of things from wet sludge to hard ice, and today it was very kind, cutting like butter,
sticking together nicely and airy light, making blocks easy to slice out, lift and place. After a
good briefing from Bill, an enthusiastic party of yelping and whooping people got building
and igloos shaped up remarkable rapidly. Some of us decided we would put up our tents,
and me being me selected a strategic spot on the ridge to dig in and test out my snow
pegs. I discovered that even if the tent blew away, frozen in pegs would still be left firmly in
place! Digging a “T”  to  place the peg horizontally with guy line attached mid-way and
everything buried with snow and stomped in is really-really solid, but this was not a good
idea for the deep placements where putting them in downwards turned out to be very
smart because chopping them out next day when they had frozen in was frustrating and
hard work, and if in a hurry to leave quickly it would be very tempting to cut the lines and
leave them behind...! 

My most excellent position then enabled me to spy on proceedings below, secretly boil the
billy and drink large jugfulls of rehydrating tea and make periodic visits to pretend that I
was working really hard cutting out blocks and helpfully placing them where they should
be.  The building  process involved marking  out  a  foundation,  placing  the  first  circle  of
blocks  and  then  building  these  up  in  a  spiral,  remembering  to  follow  the  necessary
architecture and archway cross section to build in strength. The hardest part seemed to be
the last row and last block, where gravity fights adhesion and blocks either don’t stay in
place or disintegrate at the wrong time. Once the basics were done, snow was jammed
into any cracks and everything patted in place to make for something that would withstand
a really good blast. Then doorways were constructed to enable exit while keeping the wind
out – although some doorways seemed to be poking directly towards the nor-west....... 

Bill carries top block for this one
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By mid-afternoon things were looking really good and there was time to add decorations to
taste and relax in the sun and calmness as well as watch the skiers fly past including a
very spectacular bomb out. We headed over to Palmer Lodge in time for pre-dinner liquid
victuals followed by very tasty Broken River burgers including a vegan option, chips and
salad, and a chocolate brownie based dessert, very naughty but nice! 

The party then returned to igloo village in dribs and drabs, and the stragglers wobbled
home by headlight in time to take multi-colour jelly dome pictures. I was toasty warm in my
tent and I really enjoyed my down filled mattress on the snow, and woke in good time to
melt snow for an energising jug of coffee, then get up to don crampons and scrunch down
the frozen snow to Palmer Lodge for porridge with berry compote followed by a bacon and
egg butty. More yum-yum food. 

We then donned our crampons for a walk up to Nervous Knob, where we took in the view 

Doing the decorations

in a cooling breeze. The party split with keen people zooming off to climb Mt Hamilton
while the rest of us either plugged or slid our way back to Palmer Lodge. A bit of a wait for
the Hamilton crew to return, and then back to the vehicles and the drive home with a pie
and cup of tea on the way, back by mid-afternoon. 

Thanks  heaps  to  Barry,  Bill  and  Josh  for  making  this  happen  so  successfully.  Party
members were Barry Watson (Leader), Bill Johnson and Joshua Johnson (Experts), and
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learners  Abhishek Nainwal,  Allen  Limm, Emma Rodgers,  Hannah Watt,  Jonathan Tye,
Kelly Purdie, Louis Jensen, Monika Bratnowik, Murray Gifford, Nat Flynn, Paul Yeoman,
Yan Luo, possible other person(s) and myself. 

10 October 2021

Mt Binser (1860m)

This was a last-minute CTC trip that I  announced on Friday on CTC Facebook and it
appeared on the CTC website on Saturday morning. It attracted only 1 person, Geoffrey
Cornelis.  The day didn’t  start  great.  In the morning, my phone wouldn’t  turn on which
meant that I didn’t have a map. I always print out a paper map and take a compass –
always but this time, of course. I tried to memorize the Topo Map which worked quite well
in the end. Later I found out that Geoff had Topo Maps on his phone so we were all good. 

I picked up Geoffrey at 6.40 AM and off we went, walking by 8.30 AM. We reached Binser
Saddle quite quickly and from there we bush bashed through a relatively open forest to the
bushline. The track was quite open but I think that we entered the bush about 100m too
early, it could have been better to follow the Binser Saddle track for a minute longer and
take a vague but visible ridge just before Binser Saddle. The bush there looked more
open. 

From the bushline, it was quite a good toil to get to the tops. The weather was fantastic
though! There wasn’t much snow left along the tops and we didn’t need either crampons or
an ice axe. 

From Mt Binser, we started to descend along the West ridge. It was all going well but I
realise now that I  missed the turn south at some point and we ended up going West,
straight to the road (see the map). It was going okay at first, but soon matagouri and short
scrubby bush swallowed us. For the next 1.5h, we were trying to get through perhaps 1 km
of really steep slopes full of unpleasant scrub. 

Along the tops of Mt Binser
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At some point, I lost sight of Geoffrey who appeared 5 minutes later and asked “Did you
also need to do some regular climbing to get down here?” “Ehmmm no?”. A few minutes
later I managed to slip and break my hiking pole – forever she’ll be remembered, that great
companion of mine. Oh well, at the end we managed to find a way through bluffs and
vertical rock cliffs along a tiny steep scree that led us to a wee cute tarn. The war was over
but there was the last battle ahead: to get around the tarn. The bush was so thick that it
felt like a wall. I pushed with all my strength and the bush didn’t even acknowledge me.
We opted for the easiest way out which was straight through the tarn. The water wasn’t too
deep, just above our knees and it was great to cool down our legs scratched by local
“lovely” flora. 

When we reached the road, after about 30 seconds a ute stopped with a smiling guy in it:
“Hey fellas, where are you off to? Yeah, Binser carpark? You wanna jump in mate?” Oh
sure! And we jumped in the back of his ute and he took us back to our cars. Much better
than to walk 4 kms along a gravel road. Much appreciated mate! 

Rough stats:ca 13.5 km, 1500m up, 7.5h. 

Written by:  Michal Klajban 

17 October 2021

Port Hills ramble: 1000m ascent, please

The Sunday weather forecast wasn’t favorable for any other parts of the South Island but
Christchurch.  Well,  we’re  very  lucky  that  on  days  like  these  we  have  this  beautiful
sanctuary of ours, Port Hills. The goal was clear: to get our 1000m weekly ascent so we
stay fit for the upcoming summer AND to stay away from strong Northeasterly winds. 
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There were 9 of us. Actually no, that is not correct:  there were 10 of us but our only
prospective member hasn’t made it to the top of Bridle path as it was a little bit too hard for
him. He was advised about Easy trips and he agreed to try those first. 

We went like this: up Bridle path (pipeline) → down Bridle path to Lyttelton → up Stan
Helms track → Mt Cavendish → Mt Pleasant → Urumau Reserve Track → Lyttelton Arms
→ up Bridle path → down Bridle path. 

This was one of those rare opportunities where trampers passed a pub on their ramble.
Well, it’d be foolish not to stop there for some refreshments. Overall it was a really nice
day out and even nicer company! 

Participants:  Michal  Klajban  (leader,  GPX,  scribe,  photos),  Andrew  Ecker,  Barney
Stephenson, Josh Sokolov Pearson, Mary Ogburn, Ian Wyllie, Zack Williams, James Atlas,
Stephen Lukey 

Rough stats:13 km, 1100m, 6h. 

Classifieds
Plants Free to Good Home
Does anyone need some N.Z. Rock Lilies (Arthropodium)? We've got 32 that we potted
during our rebuild that we now know we won't need. So they are free to a good home.

They have white flowers and are great planted in groups as ground cover. The plant labels
say they grow to about 60cm high, but we have ones that are at least 75cm high. They are
as tough as and can handle dry conditions- we even found them growing on top of rocks in
our old garden. Although frost will kill the outer leaves they recover in spring, and they
should be fine on the hills or under trees on the flat. They look their best if they get at least
some shade, but will handle full sun.

Ring Pete Eman on 337-3003
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From the Archives

More about the CTC
CTC Overdue Trips: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about a
trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
is delayed. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (do not leave messages).

We  recommend  you  start  with  the  Club  Captain,  then  the  Gear  Custodian,  then  the
Presidents, then the Trip Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut – if no contact
can  be  made  then  the  Police.  Refer  to  the  list  of  Club  Officers  below,  and  on
www.ctc.org.nz.  Members  (particularly  Trip  Leaders)  please discuss this  arrangement
with your loved ones so they are aware of this procedure. 
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A group of CTC members at Tasman Glacier, summer c. 1931-32 

http://www.ctc.org.nz/


Club Officers

President: John West 021 230 2536

Vice President: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070

Secretary: Monika Bratownik 021399750

Treasurer: Symon Holmes 021 257 2720

Treasurer: Carol Horgan 027 212 7294

Club Captain: Bryce Williamson 021-0232-2310

New Members 
Rep:

Emma Rogers 022 491 6625

Day Trip 
Organiser:

Michael Hammond 02108414764

Overnight Trip 
Organiser:

Michael Hammond 02108414764

Social 
Convenor:

Kate Taylor 0273265497

Gear Custodian:
Barney 
Stephenson

027 358 3281

Editor: Peter Hinchey 0225948023

Hut Convenor: Donald Carnielo 338-9865

IT Convenor: Nick Edwards 0273656751

Access Officer: Ian Dunn 0212141907

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(peterhinchey@gmail.com) by 25 November 2021 – Thanks.

Searching the CTC website on Google.  Type in the search field the name of a
thing that you want to find with quotation marks (to search the EXACT phrase), then add
site:ctc.org.nz

Omit the quotation marks if you don't want to search the exact phrase.

Example   1  :  

"Heaphy track" site:ctc.org.nz

to search for the exact phrase ‘Heaphy track’

Example 2:

Bealey site:ctc.org.nz

to search all pages with the word Bealey which would find any reference to a hut or track
or other.
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